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Eskar kids – the school magazine 

Context: 

• The activity takes place in a fifth class of the German section of the 

European School (ES) in Karlsruhe (www.es-karlsruhe.eu/). The 

ES are multicultural and multilingual institutions for children from all 

EU countries. The language of the section is German, but there are also 

bilingual/plurilingual children and children with different home 

languages. The Czech children have some lessons of the Czech language 

every week.

Reasons for choosing this activity: 

• Children like writing short articles for the monthly school magazine. They 
decide to write both in Czech and in German in order to be able to read 

and compare the texts in both languages (→ relying on existing linguistic 
repertoires). They develop vocabulary and narrative skills in both 

languages. Moreover, they want to provide their friends from the 

German section with information about the Czech Republic and to show 

what the Czech language looks like when written (→ active language 

learning).

Description: 

• In their articles, the Czech children share with their German classmates what

they have learned during the Czech lessons. This include the most important

historical events and places in the Czech Republic; Czech traditions and

cultural events; recipes for Czech meals; etc. (→ meaningful language

learning)

Observation: 

• The Czech children presente their country and their mother tongue(s); a girl

sings a popular Czech song; the Czech pupils share some typical Czech cakes

with all their classmates who come from different countries (→ holistic

language learning). In the example that follows, a Czech pupil from the 5th

year level in both the Czech and German languages describes the celebration

of the European Day of Languages.
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